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ABSTRACT
We present a new iterative scheme for potential energy surface (PES) construction, which relies on both physical information and information
obtained through statistical analysis. The adaptive density guided approach (ADGA) is combined with a machine learning technique, namely,
the Gaussian process regression (GPR), in order to obtain the iterative GPR–ADGA for PES construction. The ADGA provides an average
density of vibrational states as a physically motivated importance-weighting and an algorithm for choosing points for electronic structure
computations employing this information. The GPR provides an approximation to the full PES given a set of data points, while the statistical
variance associated with the GPR predictions is used to select the most important among the points suggested by the ADGA. The combination
of these two methods, resulting in the GPR–ADGA, can thereby iteratively determine the PES. Our implementation, additionally, allows
for incorporating derivative information in the GPR. The iterative process commences from an initial Hessian and does not require any
presampling of configurations prior to the PES construction. We assess the performance on the basis of a test set of nine small molecules and
fundamental frequencies computed at the full vibrational configuration interaction level. The GPR–ADGA, with appropriate settings, is shown
to provide fundamental excitation frequencies of an root mean square deviation (RMSD) below 2 cm−1, when compared to those obtained
based on a PES constructed with the standard ADGA. This can be achieved with substantial savings of 65%–90% in the number of single point
calculations.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0015344., s

I. INTRODUCTION

The computation of potential energy surfaces (PESs) is the key
to understanding almost any property of a given molecule includ-
ing its structure, dynamics, and spectroscopic parameters. However,
today, the computation of a PES is much more demanding than
computing the energy for a single structure. It is an important goal
of theoretical chemistry to develop automatic low cost high accu-
racy procedures for obtaining molecular PESs. For some applica-
tions such as geometry optimization, only local information on the
PES is needed. In other applications such as studies on anharmonic
vibrational computations and reactions, one is interested in wider
domains of the PES. In these cases, it is necessary in one way or the
other to explore the PES on a grid of points. Generally, the needed

set of points scales strongly with the size of the system. However,
while this, to some extent, is unavoidable for the full PES, how to
obtain an approximate but sufficiently accurate PES representation
is a topic of ongoing research. In this study, we introduce a Gaussian
process regression aided adaptive density-guided approach (GPR–
ADGA), which can iteratively construct a sparse set of grid points
using physical and statistical considerations related directly to the
specific molecular system being treated.

Our focus in this work is on computing anharmonic vibra-
tional states and spectra. Vibrational spectroscopy plays an impor-
tant role in many fields of chemistry ranging from biological
to industrial applications, and computation of vibrational spectra
can aid in the understanding and interpretation of these. Apart
from the simplest approximations such as the normal coordinate
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harmonic approximation, such computations require knowledge of
a non-trivial domain of the PES. The PES can be given as values
on a grid and used directly in purely grid-based vibrational struc-
ture computations, but an analytical representation of the PES is
also often used. The analytical representation is obtained by fitting
analytical functions to the grid of single points (SPs), where each
SP represents the result of an individual electronic structure com-
putation. In both cases, the set of SPs is decisive for accuracy and
efficiency, both in terms of individual SP quality, their number, and
their distribution in the relevant domain. This has often limited
the application of accurate theoretical computations of vibrational
states to quite small molecular systems. Similar considerations fur-
thermore apply to PESs in the context of understanding dynamics
and reactions, where accuracy-concerns become even more acute,
as the domain of the PES that needs to be explored to properly
capture such phenomena is required to be even larger. Many dif-
ferent aspects, such as permutational invariance,1 fitting methods
with a sophisticated selection of evaluation points,2 the rigorous use
of symmetry,3,4 and the use of more general coordinates,5,6 have
been studied with an emphasis on developing efficient tools for PES
construction and related aspects. Rauhut7 introduced an iterative
approach that with a number of tricks led to huge computational
savings. Iterative algorithms are attractive in the sense that they can
offer some level of error control while constructing the PES, which
can thereby be adapted to suit specific needs. Our group has been
developing the adaptive density-guided approach (ADGA)4,8–13 for
the past decade. The ADGA constructs the surface in an iterative
manner using the averaged vibrational density of the anharmonic
vibrational states of interest in order to guide the placement of new
grid points. The ADGA allows for routine automatic grid construc-
tion in which the user does not require specialized prior knowl-
edge of the molecular system and offers significant reductions in
human and central processing unit (CPU) time compared to human
definition of a static grid. Despite these efforts, many SPs are still
required, in particular, for larger molecules. Current research on
tackling this problem goes in a number of different but not mutually
exclusive directions. One direction is to use fragmentation meth-
ods where a large molecule is divided into smaller fragments that
can be treated individually before these fragment PESs are combined
into a PES for the target molecule. The so-called double incremen-
tal expansion has been shown to significantly reduce the computa-
tional scaling, ultimately down to linear, with increasing molecular
size.13–15 Another direction, which we shall explore here, is the use of
machine learning (ML) to reduce the number of SPs in an absolute
sense.

In recent years, ML algorithms were successfully applied in
quantum chemistry by a number of research groups,16–28 and there
are several review papers illustrating the influence of ML in quan-
tum chemistry.16,29–31 Neural Networks (NNs) for PES construc-
tion were, for example, explored by Manzhos and Carrington32,33

and Brown and co-workers.34–37 For molecular dynamic simula-
tions, Behler and co-workers showed in several papers18,19,38,39 how
to use NNs and that this allows for treating large molecular sys-
tems with unprecedented accuracy. Note also the ANAKIN NN
force field work of Roitberg and co-workers.40,41 Recently, two of
us compared different variants of GPR, NNs, and Support Vector
Regression (SVR) for the purpose of investigating the accuracy of
PES predictions with these methods in the framework of the n-mode

expansion.42 In another work, we showed43 how to combine Gaus-
sian Process Regression (GPR)44 with the ADGA in the framework
of the n-mode expansion.45–48 We showed that by using the ADGA
for the n-mode PES and then using GPR with these data, we could
obtain the (n + δ)-PES with δ = 1, 2, . . ., M − n. In the present
work, we report on a rather different use of GPR in combination
with the ADGA. We shall, in particular, exploit the statistical basis
of GPR44 by using the statistical variance of the GPR prediction in
the selection of new SPs to add to our database of SPs. In addition,
we shall exploit derivative information in GPR, noting that in many
cases, derivative information is available for some points for free
or at low extra cost. In particular, a vibrational computation often
follows a geometry optimization and a related Hessian computa-
tion with vibrational analysis. Therefore, this Hessian and gradient
information is available at no extra cost and can be used in GPR.
Furthermore, when energy gradients of the SPs can be computed
by analytical derivative methods, these may be exploited to improve
accuracy and/or efficiency. In this work, we mainly use the infor-
mation provided by the Hessian, but in a follow-up study, we will
closely investigate challenges and opportunities by the incorporation
of gradient information.

The idea to use GPR for constructing PESs is not entirely new
and was pioneered by Csányi and co-workers49–51 and also suc-
cessfully applied in Refs. 20, 49, and 51–55. Several aspects have
been studied. For example, GPR was used to evaluate PES matrix
elements in a convenient format56 and in time-dependent dynam-
ics.57,58 The uncertainty of GPR has also been used in the sam-
pling process to construct PESs in the context of reactions involving
small molecules.59 Other applications of GPR in quantum chem-
istry include modeling collision dynamics,17,60 simulation of vibra-
tional Raman spectra,61 acceleration of geometry optimizations,62,63

and transition state search.64 Kamath et al. compared in a study,65

GPR and NN PESs for the use in vibrational structure calcula-
tions and concluded that the GPR PESs offer an increased accu-
racy. Other directions show how to use GPR for the prediction
of tensorial properties.66 Qu et al. demonstrated how to combine
GPR with the permutationally invariant polynomial approach for
a representation of high-dimensional PESs.54 Richings and Haber-
shon57,58 demonstrated how to use the GPR variance in the con-
text of multi-configurational time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH67)
dynamics computations, where the GPR is used as a global repre-
sentation of the PES, and during the dynamics, new points are added
after fixed amounts of time based on the current output variance of
the GPR. In the approach described in this work, we use a differ-
ent insertion criterion for new configurations combining (vide infra)
the variance with an averaged vibrational density to account for the
physical importance of a configuration in the spirit of the ADGA.
In the context of trajectory surface hopping, Hu et al.68 showed how
to use Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR), which is closely related to
GPR to construct an on-the-fly PES. Their approach relies more
on sampling techniques from short term dynamics in combination
with clustering techniques. Dral et al.69 also used KRR for excited
state dynamics involving surface hopping. They sampled a relatively
few points from high-dimensional space using structure-based sam-
pling and generated based on these points adiabatic ML potentials.
These potentials can with proper treatment of non-adiabatic transi-
tions be used to perform non-adiabatic excited-state dynamics with
decoherence-corrected fewest switches surface hopping.
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The combination of SP sampling, through the ADGA, with an
ML algorithm that creates a PES representation can be seen as a
semi-direct approach to PES construction. Direct approaches cal-
culate SP energies and forces, only when necessary in an on-the-
fly manner, and are, for example, frequently used for molecular
dynamics studies70 but were also adapted in vibrational structure
theory.71,72 In an ML semi-direct approach, SP energies and even-
tually energy derivatives are also calculated when necessary but used
in updating an analytical representation of the PES. In this sense,
the GPR representations we develop can also be denoted surrogate
potentials. The GPR–ADGA method has the attractive feature that
it combines a physically motivated sampling technique with a sta-
tistical analysis, and we will show the synergistic effect of using
both types of information. We note in passing that stochastic sam-
pling schemes for the PES generation by, for example, applying
Monte-Carlo algorithms can be found in the literature73,74 as well
as approaches that combine stochastic sampling approaches with a
NN representation of the potential.75 These approaches are however
rather different, and our method has no Monte-Carlo component.
The role of the statistical component is to select among the phys-
ically motivated grid points of ADGA. Thus, the GPR–ADGA is a
double-iterative method where we iteratively run iterative ADGA
computations on GPR surrogate PESs and select points for updates.
The outcome of GPR–ADGA is both a GPR (a dataset with assigned
noises), providing one representation of the potential, and a fitted
ADGA PES, ready for use in computations requiring an analytical
PES. The automatically generated PES is, in principle, applicable in
the context of any of the methods of vibrational structure theory (see
Refs. 76–78 for reviews), with interfaces already available, for exam-
ple, for vibrational configuration interaction (VCI),76,79 vibrational
coupled cluster (VCC) and VCC response theory,76,80–82 vibrational
Møller Plesset perturbation (VMP) theory,83,84 and MCTDH[n]67,85

computations.86

To make the GPR–ADGA numerically attractive, we have
found it important to employ some non-standard choices for GPR
computations. This includes, in particular, the use of heteroscedas-
tic GPR, where different noises are assigned to different data points.
Furthermore, Bunch–Kaufmann decomposition of the kernel matrix
is used to obtain higher stability compared to the more widely used
Cholesky decomposition.

In Sec. II, we describe the theory and implementation of the
GPR–ADGA. In Sec. III, the computational details of our numerical
tests are described. In Sec. IV, we describe test computations serv-
ing us to illustrate the workings of the method, as well as to provide
some statistical basis on its performance in simple cases. In Sec. V,
we summarize our findings and give a perspective on further work.

II. THEORY
A. The n -mode expansion

In the field of quantum chemistry, we often express the PES in
rectilinear normal coordinates q with M = 3Natom − 6(5) of degrees
of freedom, but other sets of internal coordinates are possible too.
The full dimensional representation can, however, become imprac-
tical for molecular systems that are comprised of a large number of
atoms Natom, independent of the coordinate parameterization. To
address this issue, we choose to express the total PES as an expansion

in mode combinations (MCs) mk = (m1, m2, . . ., mk) of various sizes
as given by k,

V = ∑
mk∈MCR{V}

V̄mk . (1)

The summation is over the range of MCs included, denoted as
the mode combination range (MCR). This includes both one-mode
terms (where k = 1 and there is only a summation over one mode
index mi), two-mode terms (with k = 2 m2 indicating a summa-
tion of different pairs of modes mi ≤ mj), and up to k-level cou-
pling terms. The well-established n-mode expansion45–48 is covered
by this expansion by including all MCs up to size n, i.e., k ≤ n
in Eq. (1). In this manner, we have a sequence of approximations,
V(1)(q),V(2)(q),V(3)(q), . . . converging to the exact potential,
V(M)(q). The so-called bar-potentials used above are defined as

V̄mk = Ŝmk
k

∑
k′=1
(−1)k−k′(kk′)V

mk′ (2)

in terms of k′-mode cut functions, which are functions where only
k′ specified coordinates are varied in the original function, i.e.,
Vm1 = V(0, . . . , 0, qm1 , 0, . . . , 0), Vm1m2 = V(0, . . . , 0, qm1 ,
0, . . . , 0, qm2 , 0, . . . , 0), ⋯. In Eq. (2), Ŝmk is a symmetrization oper-
ator such that, for example, the two-mode coupling between modes
m1 and m2 is V̄m1m2 = Vm1m2 − Vm1 − Vm2 . Thus, the use of bar-
potentials ensures that over-counting is not introduced, when the
PES is constructed by summing together the bar-potentials that are
available for the chosen MCR [see Eq. (1)].

To obtain an analytical expression for the PES, fitting (by, e.g.,
polynomials) of V̄m1m2 to values obtained from the data of single
point computations can be applied. The fitting is done in a hier-
archical way. First, the one-mode grid along the one-mode cuts is
constructed followed by the two-mode grids up to n-mode grids. In
the simplest way, the higher dimensional grids in this scheme are
constructed as direct products of the lower dimensional ones, which
results in a potentially unfavorable scaling of single point calcula-
tions for higher MC levels. The number of SP computations for an
n-mode PES is given by

NTotal
SP =

n

∑
k=1
(Mk)(gk)

k, (3)

where gk is the number of single points per direction in the gen-
eration of the direct product grid at the mode-coupling level k. It
becomes evident that for a high MC level, the number of SP com-
putations can become a bottleneck. The optimal number of gk is a
priori unknown and depends on the specific molecular system and
even the individual MC. For some regions of a PES, a dense grid is
required, while for other regions, a more coarse grained description
may be sufficient. The ADGA is one approach for taking this into
account, where for every MC, the grid points are chosen automati-
cally and individually, as described in Sec. II B, whereby gk is not a
common constant for the level k, but different for different MCs.

B. The adaptive density guided approach
The ADGA8 is an iterative algorithm that samples points on

the PES by means of the average vibrational density over a selected
number of modals Nmodal for the given mode m,
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ρm, ave
iter (qm) =

1
Nmodal

Nmodal

∑
sm=1
∣φm

sm(qm)∣2. (4)

The multi-dimensional n-mode density is for computational effi-
ciency computed from the one-mode densities and approximated as

ρmn(q) ≈ ∏
m∈mn

ρm,ave
iter (qm). (5)

We construct the average vibrational density from a set of one-
mode mean field eigenfunctions, denoted φm

sm(qm), as determined
via fast10 vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) calculations. The
ADGA convergence criteria determine whether the PES is stable for
all defined intervals I, in terms of the energy-like quantities,

∫
I
ρm, ave

iter (qm)V̄m
iter(qm)dqm, (6)

and the corresponding multi-dimensional generalizations. From
iteration to iteration, it will be checked if the ADGA is converged
in terms of absolute and relative changes. The ADGA also extends
the grid boundaries to ensure that the PES covers the area of impor-
tance for the averaged vibrational density. This is also essential for
the current work as it means that when the ADGA is run several
times, the sampling space is adapted according to what is needed by
the dynamics of the problem. During the ADGA iterations, the indi-
vidual MCs are fitted to a sum of products’ form, allowing any fit
basis to be used according to Ref. 11. The ADGA has previously been
employed in a multilevel manner with different electronic structure
levels at different levels of coupling.9 The ADGA thus finds physi-
cally tailored grids for evaluating the PES by importance weighting
with the density of the vibrational wave function for nuclear motion.
In this work, we combine the ADGA with GPR using the ability
of ADGA to provide physically appropriate grids. In recent works,
we also used ADGA grids for GPR computations,42,43 but in the
current work, we want to go much further and truly integrate the
ADGA and GPR into a new algorithm for several reasons. While
ADGA grid points are indeed tailored for one MC providing a gain
for every individual MC, the ADGA does not learn between MCs.
For example, a two-mode coupling for modes m1 and m2 is not
exploiting information from computations on the coupling between
m2 and m3 apart from the fact that these two MCs share m2, but
the PES evaluation points from the “intersection” between these are
already obtained in the Vm2 one-mode potential evaluation in the
typical hierarchical computation, so there are no real savings. Here,
a machine learning approach such as GPR can boost performance by
providing learning between MCs (this work) and between molecules
(future work). Furthermore, GPR can be used as a way of perform-
ing smart interpolation that can improve ADGA convergence, and
we shall see that this allows us even to avoid the use of direct prod-
uct grids for the individual MCs. Importantly, this includes a way
to use derivative information whether it is fully available (for all
points) or partially available (for some points to some order). We
now turn to the description of the GPR before detailing the joined
GPR–ADGA.

C. Gaussian process regression
1. General aspects

GPR belongs to a class of ML algorithms based on Bayesian
inference.44 A Gaussian Process (GP) is a statistical distribution of

functions for which every finite linear combination of samples has
a joint Gaussian distribution. For our purposes, we introduce the
vector

v = (V(x1), g(x1),H(x1),V(x2), g(x2),
H(x2), . . . ,V(xN), g(xN),H(xN))T , (7)

where x = (x1, x2, . . . , xd) is a vector of dimensionality d containing
the coordinates for a given structure in the training set of N data
points and where V(x) is the energy, g(x) is the gradient, and H(x)
is the Hessian at point x. Energy, gradient, and Hessian information
is not required for every point, but we assume this particular order
in vector v in the following. For GPR, it will be assumed that the
elements of v have a multivariant Gaussian distribution,

v ∼ N(m,K + σ2
nI), (8)

where a zero mean function m = 0 is adopted if no better estimate
is available. The co-variance matrix K with elements i, j is obtained
from kernel functions K ij = k(xi, xj). The term σ2

nI corresponds to
assuming noise in all data points, and additionally, it serves as reg-
ularization in order to allow for a smoother regression. The ker-
nel performs an implicit mapping to a higher-dimensional feature
space,87,88 and the similarity in this feature space will be used to
encode the closeness of data points in the training set. In this work,
we make use of a squared exponential kernel,

k(x, x′) = σ2 exp(−0.5
d

∑
i=1

(xi − x′i)2

l2i
), (9)

where d is the number of dimensions in the vector x. We use a spe-
cific length scale parameter for each dimension rather than a global
one. This allows for a fine-grained comparison if the range of values
in the different dimensions varies. In the present context, the vec-
tor x will contain bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles. In
the literature also, other choices for coordinates31,39,50,54,89 have been
discussed.

2. Using derivative information
To predict for unknown points,

v∗(V(x∗), g(x∗),H(x∗))T , (10)

we condition the joint Gaussian prior on the observations and obtain
the posterior or conditional distribution,

v∗∣v ∼ N(μ,Σ), (11)

with the new mean function

μ = K(X∗,X)(K(X,X) + σ2
nI)−1

v = K(X∗,X)ω (12)

and the co-variance matrix

Σ = K(X∗,X∗) −K(X∗,X)K(X,X)−1K(X,X∗). (13)

Since we use derivative information, some caution is required to
integrate this information in the framework of GPR. Differentia-
tion is a linear operation, and therefore, the derivative of a Gaussian
process is also a Gaussian process. Inference can be done based
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on the joint Gaussian distribution of function values and partial
derivatives,31,44

cov(Vp,
∂Vp

∂xqi
) = ∂k(xp, xq)

∂xqi
,

cov(∂Vp

∂xpi
,
∂Vq

∂xqj
) = ∂2k(xp, xq)

∂xpi∂xqj
,

(14)

where Vp refers to V(xp) and xpi refers to the ith element of vec-
tor xp. The given order of elements in v is assumed, and similarly,
the elements of the gradient vector are ordered as i = 1, n, while
the elements of the symmetric Hessian matrix are ordered as j ≤ i
= 1, n. Note that only this triangle of elements in the Hessian matrix
is predicted, while the remaining elements are simply generated by
reflection around the diagonal. We can then write the co-variance
matrix as

K =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

k0,0
1,1 k0,1

1,1 k0,2
1,1 k0,0

1,N k0,1
1,N k0,2

1,N

k1,0
1,1 k1,1

1,1 k1,2
1,1 ⋯ k1,0

1,N k1,1
1,N k1,2

1,N

k2,0
1,1 k2,1

1,1 k2,2
1,1 k2,0

1,N k2,1
1,N k2,2

1,N

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
k0,0
N,1 k0,1

N,1 k0,2
N,1 k0,0

N,N k0,1
N,N k0,2

N,N

k1,0
N,1 k1,1

N,1 k1,2
N,1 ⋯ k1,0

N,N k1,1
N,N k1,2

N,N

k2,0
N,1 k2,1

N,1 k2,2
N,1 k2,0

N,N k2,1
N,N k2,2

N,N

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

, (15)

where we introduced the following short hand notations:

k0,0
p,q = k(xp, xq), (16a)

(k1,0
p,q)i =

∂k(xp, xq)
∂xpi

, i = 1,n, (16b)

(k2,0
p,q)ij =

∂2k(xp, xq)
∂xpi∂xpj

, j ≤ i = 1,n, (16c)

(k1,1
p,q)ij =

∂2k(xp, xq)
∂xpi∂xqj

, i = 1,n, j = 1,n, (16d)

(k2,1
p,q)ijk =

∂3k(xp, xq)
∂xpi∂xpj∂xqk

, j ≤ i = 1,n, k = 1,n, (16e)

(k2,2
p,q)ijkl =

∂4k(xp, xq)
∂xpi∂xpj∂xqk∂xql

, j ≤ i = 1,n, l ≤ k = 1,n, (16f)

which involve derivatives of the kernel function. Other elements like
elements of k1,2 are defined implicitly from the symmetric prop-
erty of the kernel matrix. For the squared exponential kernel used,
the required derivatives are provided in the supplementary material
(Sec. 4).

3. Predictions using GPR
Based on this co-variance matrix, inference is done as in the

absence of derivative information, but we can also predict not
only energy but also gradient and Hessian information in a simple

framework. As predictor, we use the mean function of the condi-
tional distribution,

v∗ ≈ μ = K∗(K + σ2
nI)−1

v = K∗ω, (17)

where the matrix K∗ is given as

K∗ =
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝

k0,0
∗,1 k0,1

∗,1 k0,2
∗,1 k0,0

∗,N k0,1
∗,N k0,2

∗,N

k1,0
∗,1 k1,1

∗,1 k1,2
∗,1 ⋯ k1,0

∗,N k1,1
∗,N k1,2

∗,N

k2,0
∗,1 k2,1

∗,1 k2,2
∗,1 k2,0

∗,N k2,1
∗,N k2,2

∗,N

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

. (18)

The matrix K∗ is formed for each prediction and contracted with the
weights ω, which have been calculated during the training by solving
the linear system of equations,

(K + σ2
nI)ω = v. (19)

Cholesky decomposition in combination with back substitution is
used in many GPR implementations to solve this linear system of
equations, which scale as O(n3). We, however, found it numerically
more stable to use the Bunch–Kaufmann decomposition instead,
which is given for a symmetric matrix A as

PAPT = LDLT , (20)

where P is a permutation matrix, L is a lower triangular matrix, and
D is a direct sum of 1 × 1 and 2 × 2 blocks. The structure is simi-
lar to a Cholesky decomposition, and the scaling remains as O(n3)
with a slightly increased prefactor. The Bunch–Kaufmann decom-
position is also defined for indefinite matrices. Although the kernel
matrix should formally be positive definite, the increased numerical
robustness of the Bunch–Kaufmann decomposition was found to be
important for maintaining accuracy in the case of close lying data
points, and it is used in all computations for this work.

A particularly attractive feature of the GPR is that the Bayesian
statistics does not only provide the predictor but also the variance of
the prediction V[v∗i ] from the diagonal elements of the co-variance
matrix of the conditional distribution as

V[v∗i ] = Σii. (21)

We will use this quantity extensively in our new algorithm for select-
ing new SPs during PES generation, which will be described later,
and it will become apparent that this Bayesian statistical feature of
GPR is crucial for our method.

4. Heteroscedastic GPR
It is assumed in many uses of GPR that a constant noise is

present for the input data,

v ∼ N(0,K + σ2
nI). (22)

The term σ2
nI is from a statistical perspective interpreted as the

noise of the data, but note that it also serves as regularization and
enables a smoother regression since the predictor is not required to
go through each training point exactly. Choosing a large value for σ2

n
(1 × 10−6) is beneficial for a fast convergence of the hyperparameter
optimization, but through more loose predictions, this can signifi-
cantly deteriorate the accuracy of the final fitted PES. We found that
the values of at least 1.0 × 10−8 (vide infra) for σ2

n were needed in
order to ensure acceptable accuracy in the fitted PES but that these
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tighter settings can result in the emergence of numerical problems.
One consequence of this is that the optimization of hyperparame-
ters might not converge. Heteroscedastic GPR (H-GPR) offers some
potential improvements to this situation. In H-GPR, we assume that
sub-classes of our data have different variances and therefore use
data point-dependent noise,

v ∼ N(0,K + Λ). (23)

Heteroscedastic GPR may be useful for the present purpose since
numerical problems may occur when there are several close lying
data points, which can cause the columns of the co-variance matrix
to become numerically close to being linear dependent.

For those cases, it is desirable to use larger noises σ2
n for such

clusters of close lying data points without generally increasing σ2
n to

a large value for all points, which would reduce the overall accu-
racy significantly. Thus, we mainly use H-GPR to increase stabil-
ity rather than giving a more precise noise measure for the differ-
ent data points. The data points originate from tightly converged
electronic structure calculations and should have a low equally dis-
tributed numerical noise below the σ2

n , we typically use in the GPR.
The choice of values for the elements of the diagonal matrix Λ in
a Bayesian framework have already been discussed in the litera-
ture,90,91 but we will be using a simpler approach, as outlined in the
following. For this purpose, we apply an adaptive scheme to set the
noise for each point individually depending on the data points sur-
rounding the data point. The procedure is outlined as follows: For
each data point, its nearest neighbor j is identified and this distance

rij is used to model the influence of close lying points as a sum of
Gaussians located at the other points k ≠ i. The exponent of the
Gaussian is chosen in such a way that the contribution from each
point decays with the additional distance ndist × rij from its maxi-
mum noise of (σ(max)

n )2 at rij to a noise given on an input (σ(in)n )2

at a distance of (ndist + 1) × rij from the original point i. We refer
to (σ(in)n )2 as the target noise. The maximal noise is calculated from
the target noise as (σ(max)

n )2 = [(σ(in)n )2]p, where p is per default 0.7.
The factor ndist models how far points influence each other, and we
set this value per default to 2. In the outlined approach, we iden-
tify for each point its nearest neighbor and use this information.
Alternatively, one could also use the global minimal distance of two
points. We choose the nearest neighbor distance to better account
for the individual point. While the present approach is motivated
by the numerics more than formal theory, it is, in combination with
the Bunch–Kaufmann decomposition, imperative for being able to
do computations of sufficient accuracy. In Sec. IV A, we will com-
pare how the predictive variance for GPR and our H-GPR differs for
individual points.

D. GPR–ADGA
1. Combining GPR and ADGA to obtain GPR–ADGA

We have now defined the ADGA and GPR components that
are necessary for the description of a new data acquisition algorithm
that combines these two approaches. We will, in this section, briefly

ALGORITHM 1. PES construction by means of the GPR–ADGA.

Input: σ2
n , TΩ, τclose (default 1 × 10−3)

Use the energy and Hessian to train initial GPR(0)

Iteratively refine the GPR:
for i = 0 to imax do
If i > 0 then

Construct GPR(i) based on points from last iteration.
end if
Do ADGA using GPR(i) predictions for energies.
Construct mapping of ADGA points (qi to x(i)) for the selected set of coordinates.
Order list L of ADGA points x(i) with decreasing size of target measures Ωmn

box(qi)
Set all nmn(i),box

new = 0
for x(i) ∈ L do

Which MC mn(i) and boxi does x(i) belong to?
if nmn(i),box

new < NMC,box
max ∧Ωmn(i)

boxi
(qi) > TΩ then

if geometric minimum RMSD to training set for x(i) > τclose then
nmn(i),box

new += 1
Add x(i) to Lshort

end if
end if

end for
Perform electronic structure computations for the short list Lshort

Check convergence:
• Are new SPs added? If not convergence is reached.

end for
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outline the motivation for this combination and thereafter detail
the concrete steps of the new algorithm, which is depicted in
Algorithm 1 and will be explained further in this paragraph. The
overall idea of GPR–ADGA is that the variance of the GPR predic-
tion as well as the averaged vibrational density of ADGA will both be
part of the selection of electronic structure data points in an iterative
manner. The iterative GPR–ADGA features the ADGA iterations
being carried out for progressively more reliable GPR PESs, i.e., the
ADGA iterations are utilizing the GPR for providing the energy of
individual single points, instead of using an electronic structure pro-
gram, as is done with the standard ADGA. In each GPR–ADGA
iteration, an ADGA is started from scratch using GPR as the SP
provider. There is no data shared between the GPR–ADGA itera-
tions for the ADGA, but in the future, one could think of restarting
the ADGA with the grid bounds from the previous GPR–ADGA
iteration to accelerate the ADGA, but this has not been a bottle-
neck so far. One piece of information which is shared between
the GPR–ADGA iterations is the hyperparameter. The converged
hyperparameters from the previous iteration are used to initialize the
optimizer. The GPR predictor is trained on the currently available
database of the existing electronic structure data points. After each
ADGA computation, a list of points considered during the ADGA
computation is available. This list is then analyzed in the context of
the GPR predictor using the predicted variances. A short list of SPs
is subsequently created, based on a combined GPR–ADGA error
measure, and governed by a certain set of updating rules, as will
be defined in Sec. II D 2. This list of new points is then computed
by the electronic structure program. The new data points are aug-
mented to the existing database, and thereby implicitly, a new GPR
representation of the surface is defined. In this manner, the GPR–
ADGA continues until the error measures are below a threshold or
iterations are halted by other criteria.

2. Selection criterion of GPR–ADGA
We will now sketch how different relevant measures can be

defined based on combining the GPR statistical information with the
physics of the problem and detailed molecular information in order
to arrive at a physics-based data acquisition scheme for the GPR–
ADGA. We want to minimize the error in the integrand of density
times potential energy,

ΔV = Δ(∫ ρVdτ), (24)

which is in keeping with the spirit of the ADGA. We use error
rather loose at this point and define more precisely below what we
mean. We assume that the overall error is dominated by the error in
potential energy and can thereby make the following approximation:

ΔV ≈ ∫ ρΔVdτ

≈∑
mn

∫ ρmn(qm1 , . . . , qmn)

× ΔV̄mn(qm1 , . . . , qmn)dq1, . . . ,dqmn , (25)

where the integrand is now the averaged vibrational density times
error in the potential energy. Thus, we assume that the direct

error in the potential dominates the indirect error from the nuclear
density arising due to the potential (this indirect error obviously
reflects the former error in any case). In the second step, an expan-
sion in MCs is carried out. This can further be written in terms
of multi-dimensional integration intervals, denoted as boxes, by
dividing each MC contribution accordingly

ΔV ≈∑
mn

∑
i∈all boxes for mn

∫
boxi

ρmn(qm1 , . . . , qmn)

× ΔV̄mn(qm1 , . . . , qmn)dq1, . . . ,dqmn

=∑
mn

∑
i∈all boxes for mn

ΔV̄mn
boxi , (26)

noting that dimensionality differs for the one-mode, two-mode, and
n-mode cases. Thus, we consider, in the GPR–ADGA, the accumu-
lated error as originating from errors in a number of boxes for each
MC, and we seek to develop a data acquisition algorithm that mini-
mizes the total error by minimizing the errors within each box. The
error contribution from a given MC and a given box, ΔVmn

boxi
, can be

bounded as

ΔV̄mn
boxi = ∫boxi

ρmn(qm1 , . . . , qmn)
× ΔV̄mn(qm1 , . . . , qmn)dq1, . . . ,dqmn

≤ Amn ⋅max(ρmn(qm1 , . . . , qmn)ΔV̄), (27)

where Amn is the box size (length, area, volume, etc.), i.e., Amn

= ∫boxi dq1, . . . ,dqmn . The use of boxes gives some additional flexibil-
ity to control the placement of new points with the boxes potentially
covering the full MC range or only a small fraction of it. However, we
shall use only one very simple choice for the boxes where we simply
integrate for positive or negative value of each coordinate qm relative
to the qm = 0 reference point. In this case, there are only a few boxes
(2, 4, and 2n boxes per one-mode, two-mode, and n-mode MC), and
the computation of their size is simple as is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the
two-dimensional case. As we shall see, this choice works excellent for
our purpose.

To use the above considerations and to select new points for a
dataset for PES prediction, we now finally make a link to GPR theory

FIG. 1. Illustration on boxes and box-size-computation for a 1D and 2D example.
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by estimating the error based on the variance provided by GPR. If
we assume for each point a linear correlation between the error of
the GPR prediction relative to the true PES and the statistical GPR
variance, one arrives at the following error measure:

Ωmn
boxi(qi) = A

mn ⋅ ρmn(qm1 , . . . , qmn) ⋅V[v∗(qi)]. (28)

The primary use of this measure is for relative comparison of differ-
ent points, and an unknown constant of proportionality and lim-
itations on the absolute scale of the statistical error in GPR are
less critical for our purpose. Later, we will subject the error mea-
sure to a threshold TΩ, and numerical experimentation will then
have to decide appropriate values. New points will be added, if
Ωmn

boxi
(qi) > TΩ. If we seek to minimize such an error measure, we

would thus minimize the predictive GPR variance and, thereby, the
GPR statistical error. Thereby, we assume that in the space of impor-
tance as given by the averaged vibrational density, the GPR potential
becomes sufficiently accurate. As an alternative to the above mea-
sure, one could equally well argue that the uncertainty of the energy
prediction, i.e., the square root of the variance, is the appropriate
quantity and thus use the error measure,

uncΩmn
boxi(qi) = A

mn ⋅ ρmn(qm1 , . . . , qmn) ⋅
√
(V[v∗(qi)]). (29)

This measure has directly the unit of energy and can be considered
attractive but was found numerically less attractive in exploratory
computations. Finally, one could also simply use the variance itself
as the target, i.e., leave out the averaged vibrational density,

var-onlyΩmn
boxi(qi) = A

mn ⋅V[v∗(qi)]. (30)

In the absence of other factors depending on coordinates, variance
and uncertainty would select the same points with certainty for
Eq. (30). We note that our setup is MC and ADGA driven, i.e., the
measures are used to select between a concrete set of point, which
are obtained from the ADGA for each MC. Note also that in the
above derivation in Eq. (27), the V̄ potentials occur, while we actu-
ally use the full GPR PES variance in the final measures. The V̄
is obtained as a linear combination of PES cuts [see Eq. (2)], and
variances/uncertainties could have been combined with reference to
that. However, we prefer to use the single point GPR variance just
because it refers to only a single PES point (as opposed to refer-
ring to all full PES points involved in the computation of a single
V̄ point) and because it is simpler. Should other than this particu-
lar point need updating, we consider it logical that these updates are
prompted from their own measures in lower MC levels.

All three measures above are implemented in our program
package. In Sec. IV, we will use both the variance and uncertainty
for analysis purposes but will always make clear which quantity we
are discussing.

The n-mode density used in these measures is the same aver-
aged vibrational density as for the ADGA [Eq. (5)], taken from
the last ADGA iteration at the given step in the algorithm. The
data acquisition process in the GPR–ADGA proceeds by iteratively
selecting points for which the chosen error measure Ω(qi)(mn)

boxi
is

large, computing these points, and adding them to the GPR dataset
to obtain a more accurate GPR potential.

3. Boxes and the number of points in each update
Having ensured the availability of an error measure for a set of

points now leaves the decision of how to select a subset of these,
which are to be employed for updating the training set for GPR.
The points with largest error measures are naturally in focus. How-
ever, the points with the largest measures (typically due to having
the largest variances) will often be located in the same region of con-
figurational space. Including simply a fixed number of points based
on size of these measures alone from the full set of points is therefore
not an efficient sampling strategy. Instead, we seek to set up a short
list of points that also have diversity in addition to large error mea-
sures. One could here consider standard clustering algorithms such
as kernel K-means clustering or Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
to screen out alike set of points, but those algorithms do not auto-
matically reflect the physics of the problem and were not found
useful in initial explorations. In future work, clustering techniques
tailored toward modeling PESs like in Ref. 92 can be considered or
structure-based sampling24 to refine the training set. Instead, we use
a simpler approach that reflects relevant information, which is easily
available. Accordingly, we restrict the number of new points per MC
and per box added in each iteration to be a maximum of NMC,box

max .
Recall that the boxes depend on the dimensionality in the different
terms in the n-mode expansion. For each mode, we consider distor-
tions in the + and − directions with respect to the reference. Using,
for example, the NMC,box

max = 1 GPR–ADGA can then only add at most
four points in the two-mode case in each iteration, corresponding to
the ++,−−, +−, and−+ “boxes.” For higher mode coupling levels, the
maximum included new points per coupling per iteration are simi-
larly 2n. In this way, it is avoided that a lot of close-lying data points
are added in one iteration. If more points are needed, they can be
added in the next iteration, but here the GPR has been updated with
the selected point, which will usually decrease the GPR variance in its
neighborhood and thereby also significantly and positively affect the
error measures. Moreover, for numerical stability, we also employ
a strictly geometrical-based similarity check relative to the existing
dataset. A new SP is only added to the training set, if its geometrical
RMSD to the existing points in the database is above a threshold of
τclose (default 1 × 10−3 a.u.), which is calculated based on the Carte-
sian coordinates of the SPs. For the one-mode grids also, the exterior
points of the ADGA computation will be selected, although they
might not have been selected from the error measures. With very
low cost in terms of number of points, this improves convergence as
it reduces extrapolation relative to interpolation in the initial phase
of the computation. In Sec. IV B, we will in an example show how
the algorithm places new points how new points reduce the variance
and uncertainty.

4. Initialization step
In the iterative GPR–ADGA algorithm, it is necessary to have

an initial training set for the GPR to start the iterative process.
We make use of the introduced methodology for using derivative
information for inference. The Hessian for the reference structure is
available from the preceding normal mode analysis, and we use this
information to train the initial GPR. We will explore two schemes:
In one scheme, the Hessian information is kept during the whole
GPR–ADGA process, and in the other scheme, it is only used in the
first iteration and afterward only energy points are used for training.
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The last scheme ensures that the harmonic term is not dominant
in the GPR–ADGA PES representation, but the first scheme might
require less SP computations since only the correction to the har-
monic approximation has to be modeled. In Sec. IV, we will compare
both approaches with respect to these two aspects.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The GPR–ADGA algorithm is implemented in the MidasCpp86

code. The MidasCpp code86 was used for all potential construction
and anharmonic energy computations. For the ADGA computa-
tions, the threshold was chosen such that the ADGA converges when
the relative change in the potential times density from one iteration
to the other is less than 1.0 × 10−2 and the absolute change less than
1.0 × 10−6 a.u. and the maximum allowed fraction of VSCF density
that can lay outside the ADGA grid was set to 1.0 × 10−3. For the
three-mode level, the relative ADGA threshold was scaled by a factor
of 3.0. Furthermore, a polynomial fit basis of up to order 12 was used
with the restriction that the ADGA never uses polynomials of higher
order than the number of SPs allowed for the given mode and mode
combination.11 The initial harmonic oscillator turning points were
defined to be ν = 2 for the initial grid. The ADGA average density
was constructed using the four lowest modals per mode. We con-
structed PESs with a MC level of 1, 2, and 3 in the n-mode expansion.
The ADGA computation and all wave function computations were
done in normal coordinates. To have a physically well-behaved and
translational and rotational invariant coordinate set for the machine
learning, the GPR computations were carried out in a minimal set of
internal coordinates as described in our previous work.62 The GPR
hyperparameters are optimized by maximizing the logarithm of the
marginal likelihood44 using the iRprop algorithm,93 as described in
Ref. 62. We used the Hessian of the reference geometry to start the
GPR–ADGA but did not add further derivative information in the
sampling process. Using more derivative information will be part of
an upcoming study.

In the VSCF computations for modals and densities, we used
a basis consisting of B-splines of order 10, where the density of
the primitive basis is set to 0.8, as described in Ref. 94. With
this choice, the basis set size varies upon grid extension, but the
density at a given interior point is constant. The total number
of basis functions per mode varies between 45 and 160, but this
is never rate-determining and the computations can be consid-
ered well-converged with respect to the basis set. We choose for
these exploratory computations to not use the full Watson opera-
tor, but standard second derivatives as the kinetic energy operator
instead by neglecting all rotational contributions and correctional
terms. In the final anharmonic vibrational wave function calcula-
tion, we employed response theory based on FVCI and VCC[3]
as implemented in Ref. 95 including up to 8 VSCF modals per
mode.

We used the TURBOMOLE program package V7.396 for both
structure optimization and calculation of the required SPs. The cc-
pVDZ-F12 basis set of Peterson and co-workers97 was used as basis
for the explicitly correlated as well as conventional calculations,
since in an upcoming work, we want to compare delta-learning98

approaches, we want to keep as many parameters fixed between
the different electronic structure methods, and the cc-pVDZ-F12

is also fine for non-explicitly correlated coupled cluster computa-
tions. For the Hartree–Fock calculations, we applied the dscf mod-
ule,99 whereas for the RI-MP2 and CCSD(F12∗)(T) calculations, the
ccsdf12 module100 was used. Throughout this work, the frozen core
approximation was used for calculating the correlation energy. All
orbitals with an energy below −3 a.u. were excluded from the corre-
lation treatment. In the F12 calculations, we applied the complemen-
tary auxiliary basis set (CABS) approach.101 As CABS thresholds, a
value of 1.0 × 10−8 was used. For RI-MP2, we used fully analyti-
cal gradients and Hessians, while for CCSD(F12∗)(T), we used fully
numerical gradients and Hessians.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Secs. IV A–IV C, we want to discuss our findings and show

the aspects of our newly developed GPR–ADGA. Special focus lies
on the required level of noise to allow an accurate PES and how the
selection threshold TΩ and other parameters such as NMC,box

max have
to be chosen. In Sec. IV A, an initial exploration of the achievable
accuracy in the PES construction using the GPR–ADGA scheme for
one-mode problems is given. In Sec. IV B, we analyze how points
are selected in GPR–ADGA for two-mode problems and how the
uncertainty/variance decreases by the newly added points. Finally,
in Sec. IV C, follows a larger assessment on the basis of a test set
including various molecules. We assess the accuracy of GPR-based
approaches by considering quantities obtained with an analogous
ADGA PES reporting deviations for fundamental frequencies as

Δν = νGPR − νADGA. (31)

A. Initial exploration of GPR–ADGA
In the supplementary material, we document an initial study

on the accuracy of GPR for PES construction. We generate ADGA
grids and train the GPR on those points and either redo the fit-
ting or let the ADGA iterate again on the surrogate potential given
by GPR. This initial study shows that GPR can reproduce the elec-
tronic structure points with sufficient accuracy if the noise level is
1 × 10−8 or smaller. Furthermore, with the GPR trained on the
exact same SPs which ADGA uses, the newly selected points by this
GPR-driven ADGA are very similar to the original ones. This sets
our expectations on the range of noise level needed, as well as it
demonstrates that the GPR–ADGA can run using a GPR poten-
tial similar to using a real potential, also for non-zero noise. This
is the prerequisite for now performing real GPR–ADGA computa-
tions and studying errors as a function of the selected GPR–ADGA
thresholds.

We now consider real GPR–ADGA computations for the
H2CO one-mode case using static noise levels of σ2

n = 1 × 10−8 and
σ2
n = 1×10−9 and the H-GPR scheme with a target noise of 1 × 10−14,

while at the same time, the selection threshold is varied from TΩ = 1
× 10−5 to TΩ = 1 × 10−11. Table I shows the statistics for deviations
in the fundamental frequencies as well as the number of selected
SPs. Overall, we see a decrease in deviations when TΩ is decreased
as we would like to see, though there are some plateaus, which can
be understood following the analysis below. The number of selected
SPs increases when tightening TΩ as expected, but the increase is
not smooth. Besides the direct effect of the noise discussed above,
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TABLE I. Statistics of the deviations in the FVCI fundamental frequencies given in cm−1 for H2CO using GPR–ADGA one-mode potentials based on RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12
energies with different selection thresholds TΩ and noise levels σ2

n . The reference ADGA computation required 117 SPs.

TΩ 1 × 10−5 1 × 10−6 1 × 10−7 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−9 1 × 10−10 1 × 10−11

σ2
n = 1 × 10−8 MAD 8.29 8.09 8.13 1.54 0.82 0.91 0.91

RMSD 14.00 8.76 8.63 2.22 0.92 1.06 1.06
NSP 19 21 27 57 120 129 129

σ2
n = 1 × 10−9 MAD 7.86 1.24 1.22 0.82 0.81 0.72 0.72

RMSD 15.41 1.39 1.35 0.92 0.93 0.90 0.90
NSP 19 28 29 32 35 130 130

H-GPR/σ2
n = 1 × 10−14 MAD 11.14 0.55 0.56 0.56 0.62 0.64 0.60

RMSD 20.12 0.73 0.71 0.71 0.77 0.87 0.75
NSP 19 30 27 27 41 60 63

it becomes apparent that the noise level also has an impact through
the selection step, and accordingly the performance for a given selec-
tion threshold depends on having a sufficiently small noise level.
Using the lower noise of σ2

n = 1 × 10−9, a selection threshold of
TΩ = 1 × 10−7 is sufficient and for the H-GPR computation already,
TΩ = 1 × 10−6 allows for an RMSD below 1 cm−1. In both compu-
tations, these very good results are obtained with much fewer SPs
than the reference. For σ2

n = 1 × 10−8, one has to go below TΩ = 1
× 10−9 where the increased number of SPs compensates the larger
noise to give a good accuracy, but this is obviously not the most
attractive approach. The reason for the behavior of this computa-
tion will become clearer by a deeper look into the workings of the
GPR–ADGA computations.

To get a better understanding of the selection process in the
GPR–ADGA, we want to illustrate how the variance declines over
the iterations in a GPR–ADGA computation. Figure 2 shows the
variance as a function of a randomly selected normal coordinate
in different GPR–ADGA iterations for σ2

n = 1 × 10−9 and TΩ = 1
× 10−11. These settings are chosen to be artificially challenging in
order to generate a large number of iterations. The PES, variance,
and average vibrational density, as determined after the first GPR–
ADGA iteration, are shown in Fig. 2(b). In the first iteration, the
GPR PES prediction is trained on the initial point and its Hessian.
In this case, the variance increases away from the reference point to
values larger than the PES itself. In Fig. 2(a), we see accordingly that
the first selected points in the GPR–ADGA are points far from the

FIG. 2. (a) Variance for each point in each iteration with each point given as fractions of the maximum displacements for a selected normal coordinate. (b) The den-
sity, potential, and variance as a function of normal coordinates in the first iteration. Black dots indicate which SPs are selected for recomputation (σ2

n = 1 × 10−9 and
TΩ = 1 × 10−11).
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reference point. It is further evident that initially the variance
decreases by orders of magnitude when new points are added and
that particularly around the location of the added points the variance
is lowered. After a few iterations adding new points only slightly
decreases the variance, as it is already low, at least seen in light of
the input noise.

The fact that many points are introduced for tight thresh-
olds and comparatively high noise levels is related to that at some
point in the iterative scheme the predicted GPR variance only slowly
decreases with newly added points, which results in many SPs being
selected in the iterations. For example, using even a good noise level
as σ2

n = 1 × 10−9, we see an increase of SPs by 100 when going
to very tight convergence levels as TΩ = 1 × 10−9 to TΩ = 1 ×
10−10. This is also the reason for the reduced impact of new points
found in Fig. 2. The input noise level affects the minimal variance to
which the GPR–ADGA can be converged. Further studies reported
in the supplementary material (Sec. II) confirm this. Thus, a given
TΩ requires a certain noise level (say one or two orders of magni-
tude smaller) to be efficiently realizable without convergence issues
in the GPR–ADGA.

Figure 2 illustrates how the points are selected during itera-
tions of GPR–ADGA and how it depends on noise. These computa-
tions were made to illustrate the importance of noise and therefore
occasionally used much tighter selection thresholds than any true
production computation would do. We will now fix the noise by
using tight, but not too tight options, a static noise level of 1 × 10−9

and H-GPR. With these fixed values, we now illustrate GPR–ADGA
computations with different selection thresholds, TΩ. Figure 3 illus-
trates the variance at the points of the final ADGA round in the
GPR–ADGA where the total set of selected SPs are indicated in
black. We see how decreasing thresholds push curves toward lower
variances with only a few points. Thus, if and only if, sufficiently
low input noise-levels can be used, the GPR–ADGA offers vari-
ance control of the PES construction. Using the static noise level
of σ2

n = 1 × 10−9, we observe that the outermost point on the sur-
face has the highest variance as there are fewer neighboring points to
help reduce uncertainty in the predictions. Note also that the GPR–
ADGA selects new points for electronic structure SP computations
between the set of ADGA provided points. There are limits to how

many points the ADGA finds necessary at large coordinate values,
which, in turn, is related to the decay of density at large distances.
One reason for the outermost point ending up having maximum
variance is therefore that there are fewer ADGA points for the GPR–
ADGA to choose from. In the default GPR–ADGA used here, points
are selected based on density times variance as opposed to the option
of the variance only, giving less preference to the outermost regions.
The picture is a bit different for H-GPR using a target noise of
1 × 10−14. Here, the outermost points are not the most uncertain
ones. One reason for this is that due to the adaptive noise scheme
points not clustered together get a lower input noise, meaning that
here the outermost points will get a lower input noise. Clearly, using
the adaptive noise scheme, a much more complicated and hard to
interpret variance function is obtained for the computations with the
most tight TΩ thresholds. However, in all cases σ2

n for all points was
clearly below TΩ supporting accurate predictions. The more com-
plicated structure of the output variance for H-GPR originates from
the point-dependent noise. Furthermore, even if we just look at one-
dimensional plots in normal coordinates, new points for GPR are
also added for other modes, and it should be recalled that the GPR is
trained in a set of internal coordinates. This makes it hard to judge
the closeness of points in the shown plots. Thus, there may be struc-
ture in the full set of points that are effecting the adaptive noise,
but which cannot really be seen in the depicted one-dimensional
picture.

B. Uncertainty surfaces
In Sec. IV A, we looked at one-dimensional plots for ease of

interpretation, but the major gains of GPR–ADGA will be in the
higher mode-coupling surfaces. We shall therefore take a look at
a selected mode combination of H2CO, specifically the two-mode
MC between the coordinates Q3 and Q4, as shown in Fig. 4. These
plots show the GPR uncertainty in given iterations and the new
points selected by the ADGA using the GPR as an energy and
variance surface provider. For convenience, we look at the square
root of the variance, which is the standard deviation and can be
interpreted as the uncertainty of the prediction. It is evident that
the uncertainty declines through the GPR–ADGA iterations. In the

FIG. 3. Variance in the final GPR–ADGA
iteration for H2CO using different TΩ.
Black dots are already computed points,
and colored dots are the remaining not
exactly computed points.
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the variance over the different iteration on the example of H2CO for the mode coupling Q3 Q4. Green points are added to the training set in the given
iteration, and black points are already given in the training set. NMC,box

max was chosen to be 1. More details on the normal coordinates are provided in the supplementary
material (Sec. 5). The selection threshold was chosen as TΩ = 1 × 10−7.

zeroth GPR–ADGA iteration, the whole area for the MC is very
uncertain as it is predicted on the basis of the reference Hessian
only. The points selected for evaluation include one along each
of the corresponding one-mode cuts, but since none of these are
the one-mode grid end points, the GPR–ADGA will add these in
addition. In addition each of the four boxes of the two-mode cou-
pling away from the axis, where one of the coordinates is zero, will
have a point added. In iteration 1, we see a more interesting dis-
tribution of the uncertainty where areas distant from the evaluated

points (the black dots) have much higher uncertainty. Again, one
additional point is selected (green dots) for explicit evaluation for
each box, four in total. These points are clearly in an area of a sig-
nificantly larger uncertainty than around the previously evaluated
points. However, they are not the most uncertain, and we thus see
the effect of the density weighting. The same pattern applies to the
following iterations, spreading out the addition of grid points. In
the last iteration depicted, we see that the accumulated set of grid
points is rather sparse. The set of grid points does not resemble
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the direct product grid employed by the ADGA. This is a positive
outcome since such direct product grids can become costly, in par-
ticular, for high dimensionality. This illustrates that there are no
physical requirements for a large direct product grid, and a some-
what sparse grid representation has sufficient information content
for predicting the PES. Note that this conclusion could likely have
been obtained exploring many other ways of placing the grid points
with more or less human interference. However, the GPR–ADGA

offers an automatic procedure to generate such a grid, where physi-
cal information, in terms of the density, is combined with statistical
analysis in terms of the variance. We shall in Sec. IV C show that this
all together can give good accuracy with a much reduced number of
points.

The above analysis was for the standard selection scheme using
density times variance. The use of only the variance itself was
explored (i.e., no density weighting in the GPR–ADGA, though

FIG. 5. Uncertainty in the first and last different iterations on the example of H2CO for the mode coupling Q3 Q4 for different settings of NMC,box
max . The first two in the top are

for NMC,box
max = 1 and those in the bottom for NMC,box

max = 4.
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TABLE II. List of the molecules in the test set in alphabetical order.

Molecules

Cl2O, ClNO, H2CO, H2O
H2S, HFCO, HNO2, NOF, SO2

density is still affecting the ADGA iterations), as shown in supple-
mentary material (Sec. 3), this turns out to be less attractive, since
less interesting outermost points are sampled, which also leads to a
reduced accuracy of the approach.

So far, we have employed the one point per box scheme
(NMC,box

max = 1). This is our current default since varying the value
of NMC,box

max from 1 to 6 for HFCO, H2CO, and H2S showed very sim-
ilar accuracy for all values of NMC,box

max , but NMC,box
max = 1 results in the

most sparse grids and, thereby, the biggest savings. The numerical
data are found in the supplementary material. In Fig. 5, we illus-
trate the different sparsity obtained for different NMC,box

max choices by
considering a two-mode random coupling of H2CO as an example
and comparing the first iteration and last iteration for computations
using NMC,box

max = 1 and NMC,box
max = 4. For NMC,box

max > 1, close lying
points are often selected, in particular, in the initial iterations, which
potentially contains close to redundant information and negatively
affects GPR. Although all grids remain sparse at convergence, the
NMC,box

max = 1 are noticeable sparser and therefore the default choice
in our computations.

C. Accuracy benchmarks
1. Nine three- and four-atomic molecules

We assessed the performance of GPR–ADGA on the basis
of computations on the small test set of molecules listed in
Table II where we constructed two-mode potentials using RI-
MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12 with ADGA and GPR–ADGA followed by FVCI
response computations of fundamental frequencies. The deviation
in the fundamental frequencies to the frequencies without GPR con-
tribution will serve as our error measure, though it should be noted
that the reference is also subject to noise from small errors due to the
limited number of SPs, their exact placement, and the fit error. For
the initial computations, we rely on RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12 for the
electronic structure and set NMC,box

max = 1 in our GPR–ADGA scheme.
Later in this work, we will also use more accurate electronic structure
methods. As a first step, we varied the static input noise using a σ2

n
of 1 × 10−5, 1 × 10−6, 1 × 10−7, 1 × 10−8, and 1 × 10−9 to revisit this
choice beyond one-mode problems. Tightening the noise further
below 1 × 10−9 resulted in numerical problems in the hyperparam-
eter optimization. However, using the heteroscedastic scheme, we
could perform calculations with a target noise of 1 × 10−12 without
issues and used this setting for the H-GPR calculations. The GPR–
ADGA selection threshold TΩ in all those cases was set to 1 × 10−7

and will afterward be closer assessed as well. The overall statistics are
given in Table III, and all details are provided in the supplementary
material (Secs. 8.1 and 8.2).

We explored the difference between removing the Hessian after
the initial training for the GPR relative to keeping this informa-
tion in all the GPR update steps. For both schemes, it is evident
that the MAD and RMSD decline with σ2

n . Confirming the results of

TABLE III. Statistics of the errors in the FVCI fundamental frequencies given in cm−1 using the GPR–ADGA two-mode
potentials based on RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12 energies with different noise levels for GPR. Furthermore, two schemes are
assessed. In one scheme, the Hessian information of the reference structure is kept during the whole GPR–ADGA pro-
cedure, while in the other scheme, this information is only used in the first iteration to set up an initial GPR potential.
For the calculations, a selection threshold of TΩ = 1 × 10−7 was used. The statistics are given for the test set of nine
molecules.

σ2
n 1 × 10−5 1 × 10−6 1 × 10−7 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−9 H-GPR/1 × 10−12

(a) Keeping the Hessian information

MAX 57.37 76.86 10.92 2.29 2.38 2.21
MIN −79.13 −34.00 −10.85 −4.76 −1.52 −2.25
MEAN −2.98 1.93 −0.30 0.25 0.40 0.24
MAD 14.90 9.71 2.80 1.17 0.79 0.86
RMSD 23.55 17.9 3.82 1.44 1.02 1.09

(b) Removing the Hessian information

MAX 101.67 24.62 10.34 6.75 4.74 4.06
MIN −32.68 −22.48 −20.12 −6.09 −3.79 −5.32
MEAN 6.60 −0.72 −0.87 0.22 0.23 −0.05
MAD 15.70 8.21 4.32 2.28 1.23 1.21
RMSD 24.36 10.18 5.86 2.91 1.64 1.75
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FIG. 6. Distribution ϕ(Δν) = 1√
2πσ2

Δν

exp(− (Δν−μΔν)2

2σ2
Δν
) for the errors Δν in the

FVCI fundamentals of the nine small test molecules, where μΔν is the mean error
and σ2

Δν is the standard deviation. As a reference, always the equivalent non-GPR
approximated potential was used. A selection threshold of TΩ = 1 × 10−7 was
used.

Subsections IV A and IV B, it is not advisable to use the values of
1 × 10−5 or 1 × 10−6 since in this case errors up to 78.86 cm−1

occur. It should furthermore be noted that the GPR–ADGA did not
converge in some of these problematic cases and that this resulted
in a large amount of sampled SPs, which makes the large errors
even more severe. However, if the Hessian information is kept in
the iterative process, then the error statistics is slightly improved.
This especially holds for the cases with high input noise, and we
therefore choose to base our further assessments on PES construc-
tion by means of the GPR–ADGA, where the Hessian information is

maintained. Using a noise of 1 × 10−8 or 1 × 10−9, the results
are within an acceptable error margin. The RMSD drops clearly
below 2 cm−1, but still rare maximum errors of up to 2.38 cm−1

was found. To get an intuitive look into the relative performance
of GPR–ADGA with the different noise levels, we plotted the error
distributions in Fig. 6. For σ2

n = 1 × 10−8, σ2
n = 1 × 10−9, and H-GPR

(1 × 10−12), the distributions are very similar and closely centered
at zero. Further insight is gained by the histogram distributions in
Fig. 7 for σ2

n = 1×10−8, σ2
n = 1×10−9 and H-GPR. It becomes evident

that the cases of large errors in the fundamental excitation frequen-
cies are outliers and that there is an improvement with respect to
both outliers and general accuracy, when reducing the noise level.
Note that in those cases, single modes are affected and not all modes
of a molecule. In many cases, the outliers are high frequency states
like XH stretch vibrations. The present analysis was so far for abso-
lute wave numbers. A similar histogram of errors in percent is given
in Fig. S4 of the supplementary material. It is here seen that all
errors are within 0.2%. The RMSD error for H-GPR was found to
be 0.11%.

In this setup, we used a reasonable choice for the selection
threshold TΩ as judged from the previous preliminary studies. To
study the influence of TΩ closer, we performed computations for
tighter TΩ resulting in the statistics in Table IV. A comparison with
Table III only shows a slight improvement. Note that with decreas-
ing TΩ, the GPR–ADGA becomes increasingly demanding in terms
of σ2

n , and therefore, only σ2
n = 1 × 10−9 and H-GPR results are

reported. The current data suggest that using TΩ = 1 × 10−7 together
with σ2

n = 1 × 10−9 or H-GPR is sufficient for accuracy.
Besides the error, it is important to assess the savings in terms of

the number of SP computations. The results are listed in Table V for
the different molecules for the practically interesting levels of noise
and for TΩ = 1 × 10−7 and TΩ = 1 × 10−8. Interestingly, the number

FIG. 7. Distribution of deviations to the
ADGA reference for different noise lev-
els and a selection threshold of TΩ = 1
× 10−7 for the test set of nine molecules.
For H-GPR, a target noise of 1 × 10−12

was used.
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TABLE IV. Statistics of the errors in the FVCI fundamental frequencies given in cm−1

using GPR–ADGA two-mode potentials based on RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12 energies with
different noise levels for GPR. The initial Hessian was kept, and a selection threshold
of TΩ was changed. The statistics are given for the test set of nine molecules.

TΩ = 1 × 10−8 TΩ = 1 × 10−9

σ2
n 1 × 10−9 H-GPR 1 × 10−9 H-GPR/1 × 10−12

MAX 3.27 1.84 2.44 1.71
MIN −0.93 −0.96 −0.94 −1.19
MEAN 0.71 0.40 0.31 0.20
MAD 0.93 0.70 0.55 0.54
RMSD 1.21 0.83 0.84 0.82

of SP computations is typically smaller with a low input noise. The
reason for this behavior is that the input noise also influences the
predictive variance of GPR. Having a low input noise means that the
predictive variance is lower, which results in a faster convergence
of GPR–ADGA and fewer points. Note, however, that at the same
time, the low noise results were also the most accurate. For all three
assessed noise levels, the savings in terms of SP computations are
large and are in most cases above 70%. This is a significant reduction,
which can be highly useful and pave the way for the study of larger
systems and the use of more accurate electronic structure methods.
Tightening the selection criteria to TΩ = 1 × 10−8 with σ2

n = 1×10−9,
average savings of 67% are observed, and this is improved slightly
to more than 68% for H-GPR. These savings are only slightly less
than for TΩ = 1 × 10−7 and σ2

n = 1 × 10−8. Thus, we expect a decay
in the savings when tightening the selection criteria, but part of this
reduction may also come from not having optimal ratio between TΩ
and σ2

n , which needs to be at least one order of magnitude, but at best
two.

In relation to PES construction with more accurate electronic
structure data, we performed computations for the nine molecules

at the CCSD(F12∗)(T)/cc-pVDZ-F12 level for a noise level of σ2
n =

1 × 10−9. The error statistics are listed in Table VI. For comparison,
we also include the deviation of a conventional ADGA PES using
RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12 as an electronic structure method from the
ADGA PES results with CCSD(F12∗)(T)/cc-pVDZ-F12. The devi-
ation resulting from the change in electronic structure method is
one order of magnitude larger than the GPR–ADGA internal error,
demonstrating how it may be more important to use more accu-
rate electronic structure methods than more intense grids. We note
that the RMSD slightly increased compared to the PES constructions
relying on RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12, but the overall accuracy is simi-
lar. The relatively large MAX error of 5.49 cm−1 can be attributed to
one of the CH stretch frequencies of H2CO, which is close to reso-
nance with other states. This makes these states particularly sensitive
to changes in the potential of both standard PES computations and
in the GPR–ADGA. For example, the MAX error was reduced to
1.58 cm−1 if the initial numerically computed Hessian is removed
from the training set for H2CO, which should not be seen as a gen-
eral cure, but as an illustration of the sensitivity. While not greatly
different from the other errors this shows, unsurprisingly, that cases
of strong state mixing can require extra attention depending on the
particular states involved.

Decreasing the number of needed SPs by 70% for two-mode
PESs as found above can already make a decisive difference, but for
many applications, it is even more interesting to investigate accuracy
and possible savings for three-mode PESs since a three-mode PES
is usually significantly more demanding to compute but also allows
us to reduce the error to experiment significantly. For this pur-
pose, three-mode GPR–ADGA computations using RI-MP2 were
performed and analyzed in an analogous way. The error statistics
are given in Table VII and are very similar to the two-mode case. The
RMSD is slightly larger, but still below 2 cm−1. To verify that there is
still a substantial gain compared to the two-mode case, also the devi-
ations of the two-mode and three-mode ADGA calculation are given
for comparison. The error from neglecting three-mode couplings is
a factor of 4 larger than the error introduced by the GPR–ADGA
inclusion. Moreover, Table VII gives some statistics about the

TABLE V. Statistics of the savings (%) in terms of SP computations using GPR–ADGA two-mode potentials based on
RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12 energies with different noise levels for GPR and different selection thresholds TΩ. The savings are
computed with the number of needed SPs for the analog ADGA PES as a reference.

TΩ = 1 × 10−7 TΩ = 1 × 10−8

σ2
n 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−9 H-GPR/1 × 10−12 1 × 10−9 H-GPR/1 × 10−12

H2CO 71 79 78 59 61
Cl2CO 70 76 73 63 64
HNO2 51 65 65 46 50
HFCO 89 92 92 92 92
H2S 82 88 88 75 76
ClNO 88 88 87 79 81
SO2 72 77 75 63 62
NOF 83 87 86 74 76
H2O 62 75 75 54 54

MEAN 74.22 80.78 79.89 67.26 68.62
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TABLE VI. Statistics of the errors in the FVCI fundamental frequencies given in
cm−1 using GPR–ADGA two-mode potentials based on CCSD(F12∗)(T)/cc-pVDZ-
F12 energies with a noise level of 1 × 10−9 for GPR and a selection threshold of TΩ
= 1 × 10−7. As comparison, the deviations of the ADGA two-mode potential using
RI-MP2 as an electronic structure method are given (ΔνMP2). The statistics are given
for the test set of nine molecules.

σ2
n 1 × 10−9 ΔνMP2

MAX 5.49a 86.26
MIN −3.09 −119.78
MEAN 0.02 8.16
MAD 1.37 30.60
RMSD 1.83 40.67

aSee the text for discussion of H2CO sensitivity.

TABLE VII. Statistics of the errors in the FVCI fundamental frequencies given in cm−1

using GPR–ADGA three-mode potentials based on RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12 energies
with a noise level of 1 × 10−9 for GPR and a selection threshold of TΩ = 1 × 10−7.
For the calculations for H2CO, we used a TΩ = 1× 10−8 since there were indications
of higher sensitivity, see discussion in the text relative to Table VI, and therefore,
a tighter threshold was beneficial. As comparison, the deviations of the ADGA two-
mode potential without GPR contribution are shown (Δν2M). Furthermore, the savings
in terms of SPs are listed, which are computed with the number of needed SPs for
the analog ADGA PES as a reference. The statistics are given for the test set of nine
molecules.

σ2
n 1 × 10−9 Δν2M Savings (%)

MAX 4.81 40.86 88.33
MIN −3.70 −11.43 66.12
MEAN 0.03 2.86 81.40
MAD 0.91 4.06 . . .
RMSD 1.33 8.87 . . .

savings in terms of SPs. The average saving of GPR–ADGA rela-
tive to the ADGA is larger than 80%, and a clear indication that the
GPR–ADGA can be a significant efficiency boost for the three-mode
PESs.

It is interesting to analyze the distribution of SPs over the one-
mode, two-mode, and three-mode cuts. For the purpose of the anal-
ysis, we introduce a few intermediate quantities relative to Eq. (3).
Thus, we report in Tables VIII–IX, the number of points at different
MC levels, NkM

SP , for all points computed in the kM terms. Thus, for
our three mode expansion, we have

NTotal
SP = N1M

SP + N2M
SP + N3M

SP . (32)

The gk of Eq. (3) are not constants in the ADGA and GPR–ADGA
that iteratively expand the grid for individual MCs. Thus, the grids
can be quite different for different MCs. Still, the number of grid
points per MC is more interesting for comparison of molecules
across different sizes, and we therefore consider in the following also
the average number of grid points per MC of a given level k obtain-
able from the observed NkM

SP and the number of MCs at that level,
which is simply (Mk ) and, therefore,

N̄kM,MC
SPave

= NkM
SP

(Mk)
. (33)

Finally, to see most clearly the difference between grids for different
MC levels, we compute the average grid number per mode,

ḡk = (N̄kM,MC
SPave

)1/k
, (34)

i.e., obviously ḡ1M = N̄1M,MC
SPave

, while ḡ2M =
√

N̄2M,MC
SPave

and ḡ3M

= (N̄3M,MC
SPave

)1/3. Tables S3 and S4 of the supplementary material list
the total number of SPs at the one-, two, and three-mode levels, while
in Tables VIII and IX, the average number per MC, N̄kM,MC

SPave
, is given

together with the average number of grid points per mode ḡk. It is
again obvious that the GPR–ADGA reduces the number of SPs quite
dramatically and, thereby also, the average number of grid points per
mode. Based on Tables S3 and S4 of the supplementary material,
we see that for the one-mode part, the average number of SPs
declines from an average larger than 22 for the ADGA down to

TABLE VIII. Statistics for the number of SPs per one-mode and two-mode MC for GPR–ADGA and ADGA using a noise
level of σ2

n = 1 × 10−9 and a selection threshold of TΩ = 1 × 10−7. For the results, RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12 was used as an
electronic structure method.

GPR–ADGA ADGA

N̄1M,MC
SPave

(= ḡ1M) N̄2M,MC
SPave

ḡ2M N̄1M,MC
SPave

(= ḡ1M) N̄2M,MC
SPave

ḡ2M

H2CO 5 29 5.4 24 138 11.7
Cl2CO 4 13 3.6 22 54 7.3
HNO2 5 31 5.6 24 84 9.2
HFCO 7 52 7.2 25 117 10.8
H2S 5 26 5.1 24 235 15.3
ClNO 4 11 3.3 21 112 10.6
SO2 4 14 3.7 17 61 7.8
NOF 4 17 4.1 21 142 11.9
H2O 9 51 7.1 25 218 14.8

MEAN 5.22 27.11 5.01 22.56 129.00 11.04
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TABLE IX. Statistics for the number of SPs per one-mode, two-mode, and three-mode MC for the GPR–ADGA and ADGA using a noise level of σ2
n = 1 × 10−9 and a selection

threshold of TΩ = 1 × 10−7 in the GPR–ADGA case. Furthermore, the statistics for GPR–ADGA are shown where it is restarted from a two-mode GPR–ADGA calculation. For
the results, RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12 was used as an electronic structure method.

GPR–ADGA ADGA

N̄1M,MC
SPave

(= ḡ1M) N̄2M,MC
SPave

N̄3M,MC
SPave

ḡ2M ḡ3M N̄1M,MC
SPave

(= ḡ1M) N̄2M,MC
SPave

N̄3M,MC
SPave

ḡ2M ḡ3M

H2CO 6 17 59 4.1 3.9 24 154 189 12.4 5.7
Cl2CO 4 8 14 2.8 2.4 22 58 34 7.6 3.2
HNO2 4 14 31 3.7 3.1 24 89 55 9.4 3.8
HFCO 5 16 32 4.0 3.2 26 154 197 12.4 5.8
H2S 5 20 51 4.5 3.7 24 235 150 15.3 5.3
ClNO 4 10 35 3.2 3.3 21 112 252 10.6 6.3
SO2 4 12 24 3.5 2.9 17 61 27 7.8 3.0
NOF 5 14 52 3.7 3.7 21 142 448 11.9 7.7
H2O 5 28 56 5.3 3.8 25 218 512 14.8 8.0

MEAN 4.67 15.44 39.33 3.87 3.33 22.67 135.89 207.11 11.36 5.42

5 for the GPR–ADGA. Note that we use rather strict ADGA settings
in this study and the ADGA settings give priority to one-mode cuts,
which are very important for accuracy but less important for effi-
ciency since this will be mainly decided by the treatment of higher
order mode-couplings. Still, this shows in a simple way a major gain
by the GPR–ADGA. Without the ADGA, the simplest human-made
grid for two-mode couplings would use a similar sized grid for two-
mode couplings leading to rather vast 22 × 22 grid and thereby a
need for approximately 500 SPs per two-mode MC. We see that the
ADGA reduces that down to 129 on average corresponding to a ḡ2
in these computations of around 11. Now, the GPR–ADGA further
decreases that number down to close to 5 for the computations in
Table S3 (supplementary material) or around 27 SPs per two-mode
coupling. Thus, per MC, there is an average reduction of a factor
of 4.3 per one-mode and 4.8 for the two-mode part. The fairly sim-
ilar values of ḡ1 and ḡ2 seem to indicate that the GPR–ADGA all
MCs more on equal footing, while in the ADGA, larger emphasis
is spent on the SPs for the one-mode part. Behind these savings is,
as stressed before, that the GPR–ADGA avoids constructing direct
product grids but takes a combined physical–statistical selection of
which points to add.

We repeated this analysis for three-mode GPR–ADGA compu-
tations. The results are given in Table IX. Interestingly, the number
of SPs per two-mode MC decreased on average compared to the
previous set of computations, and a similar trend is observed for
the one-mode cuts, though on a smaller scale. The reason for this
is that including SPs for the three-mode part also helps in repre-
senting the PES in the one- and two-mode parts, and therefore, the
numbers of one- and two-mode SPs are reduced. Correspondingly,
we see an additional reduction in the average ḡ1 and ḡ2. With ḡ1, ḡ2,
and ḡ3 of 4.67, 3.83, and 3.33, the grids must be considered fairly
sparse, sparse, in particular, since we are describing fairly small sys-
tems where all couplings have a non-negligible size. Exploratory a
converged two-mode GPR–ADGA calculation to also account for
three-mode couplings showed as expected a higher total number of
points than doing directly the GPR–ADGA up to the three-mode

coupling level. To better extrapolate one-mode and two-mode cut
SPs to three-mode cuts likely requires the use of gradients or a kind
of delta-learning setup.43

2. Formic acid
In our testing of the GPR–ADGA parameter settings, we

restricted our assessment to three and four atomic molecules. With
the given setting, we now consider the five atomic formic acid
molecules, while forthcoming studies will consider larger molecular
systems. Formic acid has nine modes, and we therefore employed

TABLE X. Statistics of the errors in the VCC[3] fundamental frequencies given in
cm−1 for formic acid using GPR–ADGA 2-mode potentials based on RI-MP2/cc-
pVDZ-F12 energies with different noise levels for GPR. The reference fundamental
frequencies are given in parentheses. The initial Hessian was kept and a selection
threshold of TΩ = 1 × 10−7.

Reference σ2
n = 1 × 10−9 H-GPR/1 × 10−12

(610.18) −1.91 −0.21
(568.02) 1.24 1.24
(1020.44) 0.16 0.82
(1029.32) −4.58 −3.98
(1268.22) −0.90 −0.71
(1383.11) 1.27 3.00
(1751.68) 0.52 −0.31
(2976.15) 1.97 2.50
(3548.86) 0.99 1.89

MAX 1.97 3.00
MIN −4.58 −3.98
MEAN −0.14 0.47
MAD 1.50 1.63
NSP 4804 1013 1011
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VCC[3] instead of FVCI for the anharmonic wave function com-
putations. We constructed two-mode potentials on the ADGA and
GPR–ADGA level using RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ-F12 as an electronic
structure method. The results are given in Table X. A similar trend
to the already discussed cases is found for the error distribution,
and the savings in terms of SPs are in the range of 78%, which is
comparable to the previous cases.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We demonstrated how to combine Gaussian process regres-

sion with an adaptive density-guided approach to obtain the GPR–
ADGA for PES construction. The statistical variance of GPR pro-
vides an opportunity to take statistical optimal choices in the grid
construction, and the ADGA provides physical weighting emphasiz-
ing the parts of most relevance. The GPR–ADGA iteratively refines
a GPR-based potential to allow building PESs with a better error
control compared to only GPR-based approaches and with fewer
electronic structure points than in PES construction without GPR.
Compared to similar computations without GPR, we could reduce
the number of SPs by around 80% on average. Despite using only
about a fifth of the single points, FVCI computations on conven-
tional and GPR–ADGA PES agree within a RMSD below 2 cm−1,
which is typically better than what can generally be expected for
the remaining error due to high-level electron correlation and other
effects. The GPR–ADGA grids are much sparser than the underlying
ADGA grids providing the means to obtain significant savings. This,
in turn, is another indication that direct product grids do not nec-
essarily reflect physics, and to break the curse of dimensionality, it
is important to develop automatic data-acquisition algorithms that
include both statistical and physical components for the decisions.
Many settings were explored for the options controlling the GPR–
ADGA flow and convergence. It was found that the selection thresh-
old and the noise level need to be set in a balanced manner relative
to each other. From the present studies, we recommend NMC,box

max = 1
and either standard GPR with a noise level of σ2

n = 1×10−9 or H-GPR
with a target noise of 1.0 × 10−12. This allows for obtaining accurate
results with the usage of selection thresholds of order TΩ = 1 × 10−7

possibly down to TΩ = 1 × 10−9 for very high accuracy.
In the future, we plan to apply the GPR–ADGA scheme to

larger systems and further develop the algorithm. In direct continu-
ation of the present work, we want to explore how incorporation of
more derivative information can be used to further boost the GPR–
ADGA and how delta-learning can help to further improve the accu-
racy/cost ratio. Furthermore, we wish to incorporate fragmentation
ideas already pursued in our laboratory using the GPR–ADGA to
compute the sub-potentials of different fragments of larger systems.
The GPR–ADGA opened for learning between different mode-
combinations of the same system since each new point helped to
increase the quality of the GPR estimate of the PES. Using the GPR–
ADGA for fragments of different super-systems can potentially open
for learning between different systems and thereby greatly boost PES
construction for larger systems.

It will in future work be interesting to further study the use
of derivative information for all points or for representative points.
One common problem for larger systems and for using more deriva-
tive information is that the co-variance matrix grows in this case

more rapidly and the required matrix decompositions, which scale
as O(n3), can become a bottleneck. This may therefore require some
further algorithmic improvements and explorations.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for further raw data and theo-
retical descriptions on kernel functions and their derivatives. Fur-
thermore, additional side studies on the accuracy of GPR as PES
representation are included as well as additional angles on numerical
studies provided in the main text.
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